
S
ometimes, analysts at The
Intelligent Investor are asked to
provide ‘performance tables’ or

‘strike rates’. Newer investors
especially seem fixated on such
numbers.Without wanting to get on
our high horse, we find it a little
dispiriting that some people think of
us as a ‘tip sheet’ as we see ourselves
as much more than that. Our advice
to those looking to judge our
performance is usually three-fold.

G UAR ANTE E

Firstly, we inform them of our
100% money-back guarantee.We’re
fully prepared to promptly repay
every cent of a subscriber’s initial
payment if they’ve been disappointed
by our service in any way. No 30-day
limits or ‘proportional refunds’, we
stand squarely behind our
publication.

Secondly, strike rates are easily
manipulated. By simply holding on to
a stock that’s fallen in value and
should really have been sold, it can be
excluded from a performance table.
That’s because the recommendation
is never ‘completed’.

The converse is also true.We like
our subscribers to hang on to a stock

that has greatly appreciated in price,
providing it hasn’t become
overpriced. Performance tables
encourage analysts to recommend a
sell so that the successful
recommendation can be included and
that might not be in an investor’s best
interest.

Finally, and most importantly, we
direct people to the performance of
our five model portfolios, especially
our Growth and Income selections.
We view these two portfolios as more
important than the others because
they are the two primary categories
investors fall in to.

They’re either looking to grow
their wealth with an eye on
retirement at some point, or they are
current retirees looking to safely
invest their capital in a group of
stocks which will produce a strong,
regular income.

What you are about to read is a
report on the progress of all five of
our model portfolios to 30 June
2003.The overall market conditions
since launching these portfolios have
been anything but favourable,
although we’re not using that as an
excuse.To the contrary, we are very

happy with the progress made by all
but one of our portfolios.

In fact, the performance to date
fits neatly into ‘the rule of five’, a
phrase used by successful fund
manager turned author Peter Lynch.
He said that for every five stocks you
buy, one will work out better than
expected, three will do okay and one
will be a dog.

I N C O M E S TAR

In the case of our portfolios, the
star has been our Income portfolio,
up 42.7% since we launched it in July
2001.The laggard has been our
Starter portfolio, down 9.4% since it
began in August 2001.

But, to be frank, if that’s the
worst performance we ever suffer,
we’ll be reasonably content.The
stockmarket can be a dangerous place
and many managed funds have
performed much worse than even
our struggling Starter portfolio.

So boil the jug, make a brew, sit
back, relax and take a walk with us
through the various ups and downs
of our model portfolios.

Please note that all figures are correct
as at 30 June 2003.

The end of financial year is an ideal time to cast an eye 

over the performance of our five model portfolios

P O RT F O L I O  U P DAT E
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L
ast time we reported on our
growth portfolio’s progress
was back in issue 120/Feb 03.

At that time we were forced to speak
with a mouthful of humble pie as the
portfolio had returned a
disappointing –7.8% since its birth in
issue 85/Aug 01.

But in this review we’ll be
singing a more upbeat tune, with the
portfolio up 9.2% since that review.
Not that we’re gloating, though.

The recent rally only puts us
about square with our initial
investment of $100,000 back in issue
85/Aug 01 while, over the same
period, the All Ordinaries
Accumulation Index has produced a
return of –3.4%.

Since our last review, the only
transaction undertaken was to sell
out of Brazin entirely. Hindsight is a
beautiful thing, but this move turned
out to be the right one, with founder
Brett Blundy currently attempting to
take the company private at almost
half the price we received for our
shares back in February.

G R O W T H  P O RT F O L I O  
It’s been another tough year for our growth portfolio. But things

have been looking up of late.

COM PANY NAM E (CODE) PU RCHASE PR ICE ($ )  LAST RECOMM EN DATION NO. OF VALU E

PR ICE ($ ) AT 30/6/03 ISSU E # (PR ICE AT REVI EW) SHARES ($)

Futuris (FCL) 1.49 1.68 Long Term Buy - 125 ($1.57) 8,045 13,516

Foster's Group (FGL) 5.51 4.21 Hold for the Upside - 129 ($4.30) 1,270 5,347

Mayne Group (MAY) 6.30 2.74 Hold while Unstable - 129 ($2.76) 600 1,644

Macquarie Bank (MBL) 30.76 29.80 Buy - 128 ($27.70) 473 14,095

Miller's Retail (MRL) 1.79 1.67 Strong Buy - 127 ($1.71) 10,100 16,867

National Australia Bank (NAB) 34.00 33.50 Buy - 128 ($32.46) 235 7,873

Novus Petroleum (NVS) 1.87 1.17 Speculative Buy - 125 ($1.18) 3,214 3,760

STW Communications (SGN) 2.91 2.82 Buy - 127 ($2.75) 3,685 10,392

Sons of Gwalia (SGW) 5.75 2.30 Sell Down/Hold while Unstable - 128 ($2.14) 1,130 2,599

SecureNet (SNX) 1.23 0.85 Hold for the Upside - 127 ($0.91) 2,439 2,073

Suncorp Metway (SUN) 14.50 11.60 Buy - 126 ($11.20)* 500 5,800

Tab (TAB) 2.72 3.25 Long Term Buy - 124 ($3.09)* 3,300 10,725

Cash 6,045

*Recommendations subsequently downgraded in issue 131

Total as at 30 June 2003 100,735

These include toll-ways, airports,
television transmission towers and the
like. It’s a great business model.

The bank’s stable of ‘satellite
funds’ includes Macquarie

Infrastructure Group, Macquarie

Office Trust, Macquarie

CountryWide Trust and many others.
Each pays the bank a steady

management fee plus a hefty
performance fee if its stock price
outperforms a pre-determined index.

P E R F O R M AN C E F E E S

In the 12 months to 30 June 2003
Macquarie racked up well in excess
of $200m in performance fees related
to these satellites.And that’s not
counting the $100m-plus in base fees
it received for managing the things.

It’s a top-notch business model
and one that the bank is quickly
replicating world-wide.That’s a
wonderful thing from an investor’s
point of view.

Rapidly growing streams of
steady fees can do wonders for a
company’s value over the years, as
Westfield Holdings’ shareholders
know. It’s been a very successful
recommendation and we’re happy to
stick with it.

The portfolio has seen some
great results from our big positions in
Futuris, Macquarie Bank, Miller’s

Retail, National Australia Bank,

Suncorp and Tab. These were offset
slightly by some losses in smaller
holdings like Mayne Group and
SecureNet while Sons of Gwalia

and STW Communications held
steady.

Our cash position, which
represents roughly 6% of the
portfolio, will quickly find a home if
the right opportunity pops up.We’re
very comfortable with the current
holdings and are confident this
portfolio can eventually live up to its
name. Certainly, the last few months
have been a step in the right
direction.

In some ways Macquarie Bank is the
quintessential growth stock.This
home-grown investment bank has
forged a powerful and growing niche
in acquiring, advising on and
managing ‘privileged assets’.

STOC K FOC U S -  MACQUAR I E BAN K



F
or many of our retired
subscribers our income
portfolio is by far and away

the most important.And, even in
these difficult times, it continues to
achieve its aims of combining capital
safety with a steady flow of
dividends.

In fact, with a total return of
42.7% since it was launched in July
2001, this collection of stocks (ably
tweaked by our analysts from time to
time), has done more than we could
have hoped.

I M P R E S S IVE

It has posted further impressive gains
since we reviewed it in issue 119/Jan
03, up another 9% in just over five
months.

The main contributors in dollar
terms recently have been UNiTAB,

Westpac Bank and Great

Southern Plantations.These stocks
rose 40.3%, 13.2% and 41.8%
respectively.The main
disappointments were Adsteam

Marine and Brazin.

Thankfully, we missed much of
the fall in Brazin by selling when the
cracks really started to appear back in
our email update to issue 121/Feb 03
(Sell/Switch to Miller’s Retail -
$1.52).

Don’t forget that we still
recorded a very happy result from the
stock having originally purchased it
at $1.16, and we pocketed a number
of healthy fully-franked dividends
along the way. Not a bad result, all
things considered.

FKP was another stock to be
sold over the past five months.
Having bought into this Brisbane-
based property developer when it was
out of favour at 85 cents, we also
received a total of 15 cents per share
in fully-franked dividends.

We decided to sell out in issue
120/Feb 03 for a huge 74.1% capital
gain and a total return of over 90% in
around 18 months.

So, given those results, we’re not
complaining too loudly that the stock
has continued to rise since our sale.

In our opinion it now looks very
overpriced.

On the buy side we have added
the ubiquitous Telstra and Miller’s

Retail, our only strong buy
recommendation.

Please note that the rather large
cash position shown in the table
below represents accumulated
dividends (we don’t account for
franking credits, which hurts our
performance) and not a stockpile of
financial ‘ammunition’.

NOT REINVESTED

As this is an ‘income’ portfolio, we
assume that the dividends are used for
living expenses rather than reinvested
in the stockmarket.

Despite the price rises of many
stocks, we’re comfortable with the
companies in the portfolio and
expect continued good performance
over the years.

Having said that, it would be
unreasonable to expect such a stellar
performance to be repeated.The
point of this portfolio is to preserve
capital and obtain a strong, diversified
income stream and that’s what we’ll
be focusing on.

I N C O M E  P O RT F O L I O  

Our income portfolio continues to impress with large capital gains.

But we’re not getting carried away.

COM PANY NAM E (CODE) PU RCHASE PR ICE ($ )  LAST RECOMM EN DATION NO. OF VALU E

PR ICE ($ ) AT 30/6/03 ISSU E # (PR ICE AT REVI EW) SHARES ($)

Abigroup (ABG) 2.05 2.77 Long Term Buy - 128 ($2.45) 2,927 8,108

Adstream Marine (ADZ) 2.08 1.30 Hold while Unstable - 128 ($1.36) 3,846 5,000

Australand (ALZ) 1.75 1.60 Buy for Yield - 125 ($1.45) 2,857 4,571

Comm Bank (CBA) 27.39 29.55 Long Term Buy - 130 ($30.41) 205 6,058

Great Southern Plantations (GTP) 0.66 0.95 Hold for the Upside - 130 ($0.94) 9,091 8,636

Leighton (LEI) 8.70 10.00 Long Term Buy - 130 ($9.30) 690 6,900

Miller's Retail (MRL) 1.61 1.67 Strong Buy - 127 ($1.71) 8,505 14,203

Sydney Aquarium (SAQ) 3.4 4.50 Long Term Buy - 126 ($4.10) 2,353 10,589

Santos (STO) 6.18 5.90 Long Term Buy - 129 ($5.31) 1,133 6,685

Tab (TAB) 2.69 3.25 Long Term Buy - 124 ($3.09)* 2,643 8,590

Telstra (TLS) 4.60 4.40 Buy - 130 ($4.46) 3,040 13,376

Unitab (UTB) 2.62 6.20 Hold for the Upside - 126 ($5.35) 3,817 23,665

Westpac Banking Corp (WBC) 13.49 16.25 Long Term Buy - 130 ($16.62) 741 12,041

Cash (Dividends) 14,258

*Recommendation subsequently downgraded in issue 131

Total as at 30 June 2003 142,680



D E F E N S I V E  P O RT F O L I O  
This all-weather portfolio has lived up to its reputation.

Despite one big loss it’s showing overall progress.

T
his supposedly bullet-proof
portfolio has continued its
slow and steady progress,

despite copping a few body blows
since our last update in issue
104/May 02. In that time, the
portfolio is down 0.7% compared
with a 5.4% loss for the All
Ordinaries Accumulation Index.

Even the portfolio’s modest 2%
gain since inception compares
favourably to the overall market which
actually lost 0.2% over that period.

BAD N EWS

Let’s start with the bad news first:
Brambles has been disappointing
(to say the least). It’s fallen 52% since
issue 104/May 02.

Reasonably poor performances
have also been turned in by
Foster’s, National Australia
Bank, Rio Tinto, Suncorp and
Telstra.Also the purchase in issue
113/Oct 02 of 3,200 Miller’s
Retail shares at $1.91 is showing a
capital loss. But we have confidence
in each of these companies and are
happy to continue holding them for

COM PANY NAM E (CODE) PU RCHASE PR ICE ($ )  LAST RECOMM EN DATION NO. OF VALU E

PR ICE ($ ) AT 30/6/03 ISSU E # (PR ICE AT REVI EW) SHARES ($)

Aus Infra (AIX) 1.45 1.56 Long Term Buy - 130 ($1.55) 4,000 6,240

Brambles (BIL) 11.44 4.57 Long Term Buy - 122 ($4.37) 789 3,606

Foster's Group (FGL) 4.75 4.21 Hold for the Upside - 129 ($4.30) 1,895 7,978

Macquarie Bank (MBL) 21.63 28.80 Buy - 128 ($27.70) 230 6,624

Miller's Retail (MRL) 1.91 1.67 Strong Buy - 127 ($1.71) 3,200 5,344

National Australia Bank (NAB) 30.40 33.50 Buy - 128 ($32.46) 296 9,916

Rio Tinto (RIO) 34.41 29.21 Long Term Buy - 128 ($29.95) 262 7,653

Suncorp Metway (SUN) 12.69 11.60 Buy - 126 ($11.20)* 931 10,800

Tab (TAB) 2.59 3.25 Long Term Buy - 124 ($3.09)* 3,350 10,888

Telstra (TLS) 5.75 4.40 Buy - 130 ($4.46) 2,432 10,701

Westpac Banking Corp (WBC) 13.90 16.25 Long Term Buy - 130 ($16.62) 647 10,514

Westfield Holdings (WSF) 13.54 14.60 Long Term Buy - 126 ($14.78) 665 9,709

Cash 1,996

*Recommendations subsequently downgraded on issue 131

Total as at 30 June 2003 101,967

their defensive nature.
A good performance has come

from our holding in Tab. But even
more impressive has been the gain in
Macquarie Bank since we added
230 shares to the portfolio in issue
113/Oct 02. It’s up 33% and has paid
$1.43 in dividends to boot.

Looking down the defensive
portfolio, we’re happy with the
positions we’ve taken.All of the
stocks are defensive in nature and
none are significantly overpriced at
present.

There’s also a little bit of cash
but we’ll probably wait for a few
more dividends to pile up before we
look for more investments to add to
the portfolio.

Some investors may question our
classification of this ‘discretionary
retailer’ as a defensive stock.

This company runs several
women’s fashion chains under the
Miller’s Fashion Club, Katies and
Crossroads banners. It also operates a

number of discount variety chains
including Crazy Clark’s, Go-Lo and
Chickenfeed. In other words, the
company remains focused on its core
‘cost-conscious’ customer base.

Impressively, by keeping a keen

eye on costs, Miller’s has managed to

produce a higher net profit margin

than the likes of David Jones and

Myer Grace stores in recent years.

We believe its style of retailing

will suffer far less in any downturn

than the top end and there’s another

bonus.Around current prices the

shares remain downright cheap,

offering a high fully-franked

dividend yield.

C O M F O R T

The fact that founder Ian Miller still

retains a large shareholding also gives

us a degree of comfort.We suspect

he spends much of his ‘spare’ time

thinking about the company’s future

rather than his golf game.

At the time of going to press,

Miller’s is our only strong buy

recommendation and we’re

comfortable holding it in all of our

model portfolios, except our ethical

selections.

STOC K FOC U S -  M I LLE R’S R ETAI L



T
his portfolio has dropped
1.1% in the month since we
reviewed it in issue 128/May

03. More disappointing, though, is
the fact that it’s fallen 9.4% since it
began in October 2001.That’s
worse than what you would’ve
achieved in an average managed
fund.

Although the performance to
date has been uninspiring, this
portfolio has only been in existence
for a little over eighteen months,
which isn’t a long time in investing
terms so it’s a little too early to
judge these selections just yet.

TAK I N G P R O F IT S

And the table above actually gives a
worse impression than is due.That’s
because we have taken profits in
some moderately successful
investments in the likes of
Macquarie Infrastructure
Group,Woolworths and Coles
Myer.

We sold those three stocks due
to our belief that their share prices
did not offer good value – a policy
that reiterates our conservatism.

Coles was our most recent sale
in issue 128/Jun 03 at $6.85, which

Subscribers new to the market may be feeling 

less than thrilled with this portfolio but there’s every chance

it will come good over the long-term.

S TA RT E R  P O RT F O L I O  
COM PANY NAM E (CODE) PU RCHASE PR ICE ($ )  LAST RECOMM EN DATION NO. OF VALU E

PR ICE ($ ) AT 30/6/03 ISSU E # (PR ICE AT REVI EW) SHARES ($)

Brambles (BIL) 9.97 4.57 Long Term Buy - 122 ($4.37) 1,605 7,335

Foster's Group (FGL) 4.87 4.21 Hold for the Upside - 129 ($4.30) 2,053 8,643

Macquarie Bank (MBL) 29.39 28.80 Buy - 128 ($27.70) 340 9,792

Miller's Retail (MRL) 1.91 1.67 Strong Buy - 127 ($1.71) 5,760 9,619

Rio Tinto (RIO) 33.90 29.21 Long Term Buy - 128 ($29.95) 295 8,617

Suncorp Metway (SUN) 12.75 11.60 Buy - 126 ($11.20)* 784 9,094

Tab (TAB) 2.75 3.25 Long Term Buy - 124 ($3.09)* 3,673 11,937

Telstra (TLS) 4.46 4.40 Buy - 130 ($4.46) 2,850 12,540

Westfield Holdings (WSF) 18.12 14.60 Long Term Buy - 126 ($14.78) 883 12,892

Cash 157

*Recommendations subsequently downgraded in issue 131

Total as at 30 June 2003 90,627

represented a modest gain on our
entry price of $6.49 a little over a
year ago.The Coles deal with Shell
was the final straw that convinced
us that Fletcher and his team will
struggle to release the obvious value
in this retailer.

We replaced it with Telstra (see
below), which offers a higher
dividend yield and has a much
greater market share in its arena
than Coles.

The overall quality of the
companies in this portfolio remains
very high and we’re confident that,
as a group, their collective value will
increase over time.

It’s simply a matter of patiently
waiting for their stock prices to
follow suit, a skill that we realise
new investors will have difficulty
mastering. Still, that is not to
understate the importance of
learning it. Patience is a virtue in
the stockmarket as much as it is
anywhere else.

Telstra is a fitting selection for our
Starter portfolio because it is
Australia’s most widely held stock.

For many people it was their first
ever share investment and, from a
business point of view at least, it is
exactly the type of company newer
investors should be considering.

Telstra’s $20bn-plus in annual
revenue equates to more than
$1,000 for every man woman and
child in Australia.

And the fact that more than one
quarter of that figure flows through
to the company’s pre-tax profit is
breathtaking, especially given the
company is run by a management
team with such a patchy track
record.

AT TR AC TIVE

The stock remains attractive with a
healthy fully-franked dividend yield
at current prices.And if it were ever
to be run by a focused, shareholder-
friendly management team, the
stock would be worth much more
than it is today. For example if
Michael Chaney and his excellent
team at Wesfarmers were to take
the reins, we suspect the price
would rocket immediately.

However, for the foreseeable
future, we’re stuck with Ziggy
Switkowski & co. But this tough
business can easily withstand a few
more years of lacklustre
management and still pay healthy
dividends along the way.

STOC K FOC U S -  TE LSTR A



L
ast time we looked at the
Ethical portfolio in issue
123/Mar 03, its performance

was looking a bit sick.The portfolio
had lost 2.8% of its value since
inception in August 2001.We have to
confess that at the end of 2001, after
a very impressive start to the
portfolio’s life, we made a mistake.

We decided to leave money
invested in stocks we considered
overpriced, such as CSL and Pacific
Hydro, because we were having
trouble finding alternative ethical
opportunities.That turned out to be
a poor decision, with those stocks
and Energy Developments causing
much suffering.

Fortunately, the portfolio has
experienced a renaissance since issue
123/Mar 03.Thanks mainly to our
significant position in Great
Southern Plantations, the portfolio
has added 12% in a few months.

We’re still holding positions in
Blackmores, CSL and Energy
Developments. Of those three, only

Blackmores has made decent gains,
thanks mainly to the debacle at
competitor Pan Pharmaceuticals
(which we thankfully avoided).

During the year we sold our
holding in biotech company
Novogen.As if to prove our point
that we aren’t much good at short
term market timing, the stock has
since doubled.While that’s
disappointing in terms of the profit
we didn’t accumulate, we still feel the

decision itself was the right one.
Novogen is in a notoriously fickle
and unpredictable business.And it
was hard for us to get a grip on a fair
‘intrinsic’ value for the stock so we
took the decision to sell.

C AS H H O LD I N G

Currently, over half the portfolio is
sitting in cash.And that’s not a
situation we’re happy with. But, as we
stated in our last review, we’re having
trouble finding investments that we
consider both ethical and financially
intelligent.

Unfortunately, opportunities like
Great Southern Plantations don’t
come around too frequently.

For the moment, we’ll have to be
content to have some funds sitting on
the sidelines.That’s preferable to
having money tied up in a stock with
which we’re uncomfortable.

But when the next ethical and
intelligent opportunity pops up, we’ll
be deploying that cash.And we won’t
be afraid of taking a big swing, just
like we did with Great Southern
Plantations. Sometimes, in a situation
where you’re very confident your
analysis is correct, diversification can
work against you. Concentration can
pay off.

DISCLAIMER This publication has been prepared from a wide variety of sources which The Strategy Forum, to the best of its knowledge and belief, considers accurate.The Strategy Forum does not warrant the accuracy of
the information and forecasts contained in this publication. WARNING No reader should rely solely upon the information and/or recommendations contained in this publication.The Strategy Forum strongly recommends
that all prospective purchasers of securities should make their own enquiries and, in particular, seek professional advice from a financial consultant, financial planner or stockbroker before acting on the information contained in
this publication. COPYRIGHT Copyright © The Strategy Forum Pty. Ltd 2003 acn 076 030 549. No part of this document may be reproduced, except as provided under the Copyright Act, without the prior written
consent of The Strategy Forum.

The ‘green’ portfolio is mostly sitting 

in another form of green – cash. We’re having trouble finding

good opportunities at present.

www.intelligentinvestor.com.au

COM PANY NAM E (CODE) PU RCHASE PR ICE ($ )  LAST RECOMM EN DATION NO. OF VALU E

PR ICE ($ ) AT 30/6/03 ISSU E # (PR ICE AT REVI EW) SHARES ($)

Blackmores (BKL) 6.35 6.32 Sell - 74 ($6.40) 1,969 12,444

CSL (CSL) 47.6 11.95 Hold for the Upside - 128 ($11.78) 262 3,131

Energy Dev (ENE) 6.49 1.74 Hold while Unstable - 116 ($2.22) 1,926 3,351

Great Southern Plantations (GTP) 0.57 0.95 Hold for the Upside - 130 ($0.94) 33,148 31,491

Cash 58,356

Total as at 30 June 2003 108,773
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